teaching reading in middle school
This is the third Christmas that teacher Brian Sullard and his former student, Nick, have celebrated together.

reading teacher at springfield's westport school adopts former student
They had run an experiment in an introductory undergraduate physics course to figure out why active learning, a form of teaching that had had measurable success, often dies a slow death in the

why the science of teaching is often ignored
The Pitt County Board of Education voted 6-2 in favor of reinstating a mask mandate, effective Tuesday, Jan. 4th and the board also spoke of books assigned to middle schoolers in the district.

pitt county school board votes to reinstate mask mandate, discusses books assigned to middle schoolers
Krista Tyler, an instructional technology specialist at an Austin middle school, sparked outrage by reading a poem mocking book bans during a Leander school board meeting.

parents are outraged after teacher reads 'bigots' in dr. seuss-style poem
The Dallas Mavericks and Academy Sports + Outdoors are thrilled to recognize two local teachers for their extraordinary service and hard work throughout the pandemic. The man and woman were recognized

dallas mavs honor local educators for 'teacher appreciation night'
Meister passed away in July, but her love of reading to children is quickly becoming the late District 75 teacher's legacy. In honor of her teaching career and her passion for reading, the Mundelein

district 75 book drive honors teacher's love of reading to kids
Parents were angered by a teacher reading a Dr. Seuss-style poem at a school board meeting mocking parents for objecting to CRT books.

parent uses dr seuss-style poem to mock christian parents at board meeting, it does not go over well
The Oak Lawn-Hometown Middle School community was doing a world of good in December — from meal donations to initiatives that could have a global impact. To start, District 123 students, faculty,

oklahoma middle schoolers trying to change the world with volunteering, ideas to combat climate change, music videos
After more than a decade in education with Dallas ISD, his two passions are uniting as he begins his role as principal of a Dallas ISD choice school focusing on biomedical science. Gonzalez left his

dallas isd and utsw's new biomedical science school
A petition requesting an emergency school board meeting to reevaluate masking gained over 1,000 signatures in less than 24 hours Monday. The petition, signed by parents and teachers in Columbia Public

concerned teachers and parents call for emergency cps school board meeting
A parent of a Paul Breaux Middle school student is alleging that her daughter was pushed down the hallway by a teacher. She also stated that the same teacher read aloud a racial slur in class.

lafayette mother alleges that her child was pushed by a teacher at paul breaux middle school
A Michigan teacher, accused of writing notes falsely implying that violence would take place at her middle school, has been charged with a felony — weeks after tragedy struck elsewhere in the state

michigan teacher charged with writing false notes about school threats
A St. Clair Shores art teacher could be facing 20 years behind bars for passing out three notes with threatening tones at Jefferson Middle School.

st. clair shores teacher charged in trio of threatening notes
More than 40 Afghan evacuee students have enrolled at Omaha Public Schools and a few are settling in some neighboring districts. Omaha-area schools will receive hundreds more in the coming
cousins adjust to ops middle school but miss their parents in afghanistan

The Pitt County Board of Education on Monday is scheduled to give a second reading to policy revisions that guide teachers on the discussion of political and controversial issues.

policy revisions guide teaching of controversial subjects in pitt schools

A new high school will open in August 2022 for San Antonio students interested in careers in education. The school, called CAST Teach, is being created by a partnership between the nonprofit Centers.

san antonio needs teachers — soon, there’ll be a magnet school for that

If someone were setting out to design a 13-year program to get people to hate reading, they could hardly do better than American public education.

the war on reading

Many of the cards, some store-bought and signed with messages, others handmade, were done in class in conjunction with the school’s socioemotional class Cougar Time.

westridge middle school students deliver christmas cheer to veterans in grand island, kearney

Arlington Heights School District 25 is exploring plans to offer full-day kindergarten and looking at a tax referendum, redistricting or special program changes to accommodate the introduction of a

arlington heights school district 25 considering full-day kindergarten program 'to help us create more well-rounded students'

The seven-year-old pup spends two days each week at Butler Lab School 55, making friends and fans everywhere she goes.

'we love lucy': tiny poodle mix makes big impact as therapy dog in indianapolis school

After Mountainburg Middle School Brain Academy (MMS) received multiple grants, the school was not only able to create a physical fitness program, but also revamp

web extra: why mountainburg middle school became a charter school

A teacher in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is getting a lot of attention after sharing a TikTok video in which she reveals to her students that she’s quitting her job.

new mexico teacher’s tiktok goes viral after telling class she’s quitting over payment issue

Aikens’ testimony followed that of SDL Superintendent Damaris Rau and chief finance and operations Officer Matt Przywara, who over the last several days described what they say are the immense

'i've lived it every day': sdl instructional coach talks student trauma, teacher burnout in education funding testimony

What are children losing out on if their reading is more about social media feeds and texts than about a journey through a book?

planting the seeds of a love of reading

Ms. K” (as she is fondly called by her students) is one of those special teachers that former students would frequently return to visit. For Janet Kandoian not only taught her students the prescribed

a window on the past - janet kandoian, beloved teacher at willard school and brown school

US News and World Report ranked Lawrence Middle School 61 out of 491 middle schools in Massachusetts for 2021.

lawrence school scores high in state school rankings

The toll of elearning for much of the past two years has been steep, and programs such as South Bend's Saturday Accelerator offer individualized attention and in-person support that many kids need to

saturday school helps address learning loss in south bend

This December, eighth-graders at North Shore Middle School participated in the third North Shore History Day in four years. It was unfortunately missed last year due to Covid. Teacher Mr. […]

history day at north shore middle school

Workmen hang sheetrock near what will be the commons area in the addition that is being constructed at Helper Middle School. Carbon School District Press Release Reading is core to everything in

helper middle school shows growth in reading as new addition moves toward completion

The map on page 8 of “Amazing Women of the Middle East” that replaces Israel with Palestine. Photo: Provided/UK Lawyers

publishers under fire for children’s book that replaces israel with ‘palestine’ on map of middle east

West Genesee Middle School fifth-grade teacher Kelli Barbuto has recently achieved National Board certification from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) in Literacy:

west genny teacher earns national board certification

Sinclair Lewis captured the narrow-mindedness and conformity of middle-class America in the first half of the 20th century. On the 100th anniversary of his best-selling novel “Babbitt,” Robert

the novelist who saw middle america as it really was

Disability justice literature, fiber arts and introduction to dance featuring hip hop, house and locking are among new courses expected to be taught at Amherst Regional High School next fall.

amherst regional high school unveils new course offerings for next fall

Parents in the Austin, Texas, area expressed outrage after a technology teacher read a Dr. Seuss-style poem mocking “evangelicals” and parents who have expressed concerns about books they call